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We need your
perspective!

We need your
perspective!

L2L is a ministry of our MB
Conference that coaches
leaders and churches
enabling them listen to God
and discern their next
steps especially as they enter into a season of Pastoral
Transition. Often people with in a transitioning
congregation have varying views on the health of the
church and what kind of leadership is needed to move
forward. To this end, L2L has developed an online
assessment tool to help people listen to God and
each other. It will result in a common understanding of
our current situation and what God might be saying to
us as we enter our next chapter.
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Dave Jackson of L2L: will facilitate the processing of our
assessment and debrief it with our entire congregation.
The assessment has five sections and takes 20 minutes
to complete. Your participation will be a gift to our
church. We thank you in advance.
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our entire church family will have the opportunity to
complete this online assessment of Grand Forks
Gospel Chapel
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We will send you the link via email. You can
complete the assessment on your computer, pad
or phone. If you aren’t’ on line, pick up a paper
copy of the assessment and return it no later
than January 22
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Dave Jackson has served our
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Mennonite Brethren Conference
for the last nine years.
His
mandate has been to assist leaders
and churches in clarifying their call
and direction by listening to God.
He longs to see healthy, safe,
churches marked by love, mercy
and truth where “lost” people find hope in Jesus and
“found” people discover their place in the larger story of
His “wild” love.
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